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Email DElivErability White PaPer

rECiPiENtS, SPam FiltErS, iSPS  
aND Email SErviCE PrOviDErS  
all Play a KEy rOlE iN tHE  
SUCCESS OF yOUr bUSiNESS

HErE iS WHat yOU NEED tO KNOW tO avOiD 
DElivEry PrOblEmS FrOm tHE Start
in a hurry? here are a few tips on deliverability to get 
you going. You can find more detailed explanations, 
additional tips and related background information in 
the subsequent chapters of this whitepaper.

The 10 key rules for successful email delivery:

1. Check that your messages are relevant. Does the 
message content apply to the target group?

2. Use the sign-up process to tell recipients about the 
content and frequency of future messages.

3. Analyze the performance of your address 
acquisition channels (e.g. website, prize drawings, 
etc.) and adapt your sign-up processes as 
appropriate if problems arise.

4. Make it as easy as possible for message recipients 
to unsubscribe.

5. Use your brand or good name to allow recipients to 
clearly identify your messages in their inboxes.

6. Always think about message open rates and click 
rates. You need to consider both the overall success 
of the message and the success of distribution 
through individual major providers.

7. Maintain your distribution lists. Complaints about 
spam and bouncing email addresses must be taken 
on board, and the addresses must be removed. 
Don’t forget to adjust the bounce management 
functions of your distribution software to take 
account of your distribution cycles.

8. In the long term, numerous spam complaints will 
cause you problems with delivery. Regularly review 
the number of spam complaints you receive.

9. The HTML code used by your message should not 
contain major errors. Make sure your messages are 
created using W3C-compliant templates.

10. If you have questions about ensuring deliverability, 
ask your Teradata Account Manager. We’re here to 
help with advice and practical support at all times.

WHO DEtErmiNES SUCCESS iN  
Email DiStribUtiON?
A successful deliverability management process 
comprises three aspects that are now generally 
considered to be inseparable.

1. Selection of the right email service provider, or of the 
best software tool to support the distribution process.

2. Construction of a message that takes account of 
spam filters and ISP preferences.

3. The recipient’s acceptance of your commercial 
contact, message distribution processes that 
take account of recipient preferences and good 
list hygiene (good management of the recipients 
database).

All of these requirements must be met in order for an 
email marketing campaign to enjoy long-term success 
based on a high degree of deliverability, ensuring that the 
message is correctly rendered in the recipient’s mailbox.

How to improve the Success of your Email

From the numbers on email distribution 

around the world it is clear how important it is 

to differentiate yourself from spam mailers. 

107 trillion emails sent in 2010

294 billion messages per day

1.88 billion email users around the world

89.1% of email was spam

262 billion spam emails per day

2.9 billion email accounts worldwide

25% are corporate accounts

480 million new email users between 2010 

and 2011 

Source: 2010 Royal Pingdom AB

GlObal Email DiStribUtiON
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Teradata Digital Messaging Center meets all of the 
technical requirements that are expected of a successful 
deliverability management process.

However, the ISPs and spam filters that use increasingly 
refined methods to flag undesired messages and identify 
spammers must not be ignored. To an increasing 
extent, alongside compliance with the purely technical 
requirements, analysis of email senders pays particular 
attention to the content of the message, the frequency 
of distribution and the quality of the address list.

DIvISIon oF WoRk BeTWeen THe eMAIL SeRvICe 

PRovIDeR AnD THe CUSToMeR

In other words, the entire behavior of the sender and, 
correspondingly, the positive reactions of the recipient, 
are evaluated and used as criteria that govern the 
deliverability of the message. As a result, deliverability 
is increasingly dependent on the email marketer, whose 
individual behavior is responsible for creating a distinct, 
positive reputation.

This means that the importance of campaign planning 
is rising when it comes to ensuring that your messages 
are delivered by iSPs and successfully rendered in 
recipients’ inboxes.

teradata is responding to these new challenges with 
a team of especially trained experts. They have the 
necessary experience in email marketing, and also 
possess detailed technical expertise. If you, as our 
customer, have any questions around the topic of 
deliverability, our employees are always willing and  
able to provide advice on all aspects of deliverability.

teradata has built up relationships with all  
the major ISPs and is a member of many 
different associations of bulk emailers. We 
contribute actively to the main deliverability 
and anti-spam initiatives.

We are members of: 

 - BvDW

 - Certified Sender Alliance

 - DMA

 - MaaWG

 - Signal Spam

 - SnCD

 - Interactive Advertising Bureau

 - iSPa

tEraData mEmbErSHiPS

this innovative approach to consulting on delivery and 
rendering. It underscores our company’s pioneering role 
in email marketing. We were among the first members of 
the Certified Senders Alliance (CSA), which is a central 
pan-european whitelist for professional bulk email 
senders. We also belong to the French association, Signal 
Spam.

We participate in the Message anti-abuse Working Group 
(MAAWG). This international working group brings email 
senders and iSPs together. 

our direct contact with ISPs and active memberships 
with numerous associations and organizations for 
bulk emailers have enabled us to react immediately to 
changes implemented by ISPs. As a result, we have been 
able to incorporate powerful, easy to use features that 
take these developments into account, directly in the 
user interface of our Teradata Digital Messaging Center 
software. Teradata Digital Messaging Center is a tool that 
constantly responds to the changing requirements in the 
field of deliverability management.

White PaPer

             teradata                                                               Customer
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1. DElivEry tHaNKS tO OPtimizED  
 USE OF tEraData DiGital  
 mESSaGiNG CENtEr 

The following functions illustrate just some of the 
options that Teradata Digital Messaging Center offers 
to provide you with reliable support for deliverability 
management:

 - DkIM certification

 - Shared IP addresses or dedicated IP addresses, 

depending on distribution volume

 - Scalable speed of distribution

 - Refined address management features

 - Support for all common subscription methods

 - Automated bounce management

 - Preview of how ISPs render your messages

 - Custom integration of your List Unsubscribe header

 - Performance analysis tools

 - CMS for the creation of W3C-compliant email

 - Functions for dedicated inbox monitoring 

Through the combination of these functions and its 
stable distribution patterns, Teradata Digital Messaging 
Center forms the backbone of successful delivery to 
your recipients’ inboxes.

of course, the full capabilities of the software in terms 
of deliverability can only be completely exploited when 
it is deployed in conjunction with a correctly configured 
email campaign and well thought-out distribution.

tHE SENDEr

In order to achieve high delivery rates, the sender or 
bulk email marketer must be aware of how Teradata 
Digital Messaging Center’s functions work alongside 
additional technical and creative measures in order to 
ensure that messages are categorized as trustworthy.

The great thing is, all of the adjustments that you make 
to the email campaign for the purposes of guaranteeing 
deliverability will also help raise customer acceptance, 
as well as making sure that your email communications 
are legally compliant and that the message design is 
high quality.

As a result, any changes made in the scope of 
deliverability management will also generate 
improvements in terms of recipients and their 
mailboxes.

“Do not respond” and “no reply” are still used 
as the sender address in around 50% of all 
welcome messages.

this is an error that should really not be 
overlooked when it comes to deliverability.

WOrKiNG rEPly-tO aDDrESSES

White PaPer

Domain addresses used for mailings must 
be registered and used when setting up the 
email marketing tool. If you do not send your 
messages from an existing from-domain, you 
risk ruining your reputation and having your 
messages filtered as spam.

UNiQUE iDENtity

rEPUtatiON WitH iSPS, SPam FiltErS 
aND rECiPiENtS

When you plan your email campaigns, it is a good idea to 
consider every party that is involved in the delivery of the 
message.

The partners that participate in the delivery of messages 
comprise:

• The Internet Service Provider (ISP), who forwards 
messages to recipients.

• The spam filter, which evaluates the bulk email 
sender’s entire distribution patterns and evaluates 
complaints about phishing and spam for the purposes 
of forwarding messages.

• The recipient, who can identify the message as 
desired and the sender as known.

All of these parties evaluate the message as it arrives on 
their system. no matter whether it is down to a corporate 
spam filter, a customer’s click or an ISP rejection, any 
move to filter a message out of an inbox before it has 
been read will result in the failure of the campaign.
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With SPF, the server has a record of which 
IP addresses can be used to send messages 
from the corresponding email address. This 
clearly identifies the sender and makes it more 
difficult to send unauthorized messages using 
your email address.

SPF rECOrD

Spam filters and ISPs also recognize messages sent using 
Teradata Digital Messaging Center, since a DkIM signature 
is also configured automatically for each customer. The 
Sender Policy Framework (SPF) is taken into account 
during the configuration stage, too, and can be set up 
from scratch if necessary.

The sender must simply undertake to desist from any 
activities that prevent accurate identification, such as 
sending messages using an incorrect email address, or 
manually changing address data for individual messages.

With these automatically integrated procedures, senders 
can start to build a positive reputation among ISPs and 
can also set their messages apart from other bulk email 
senders. The latter factor in particular is of inestimable 
value for senders, since it prevents the illegal use of the 
sender’s identity by third parties (e.g. in the distribution of 
phishing emails).

iDENtity aND yOUr rEPUtatiON

Just creating an identity is not quite sufficient in 
guaranteeing that your email partners will deliver and 
read your messages. In addition, you need to generate 
positive responses to the identity. In this respect, ISPs, 
spam filters and recipients are largely similar. each 
individual message and the sender’s distribution patterns 
are observed and these observations contribute to an 
overall assessment of the sender.

the recipient plays a key role. Just as the entire attention 
of the sender is directed towards the recipient, equally 
the spam filters and ISPs react to the way in which the 
recipient responds, as well as the additional effects of 
the recipient’s own filter criteria. Systems and filters learn 
from the behavior of the recipient and the corresponding 
content and sender of messages to determine who is 
sending unwanted email. If a sender’s email messages are 
frequently marked as spam, or are deleted before they are 
read, then internal corporate or user spam filters can react 

White PaPer

Therefore, reputation should not simply be seen as a 
technical process, but instead as a positive evaluation of the 
message by spam filters, ISPs and the recipient.

The way in which recipients react to messages is 
increasingly being evaluated by spam filters and ISPs to 
develop the most accurate templates for recognizing 
unsolicited commercial email.

a UNiQUE iDENtity

The first step in ensuring your messages are always 
delivered and read is to create a long-term reputation. The 
more frequently a sender’s messages are read (because 
they include relevant information), the more likely it is 
that the recipient will then also click and open subsequent 
messages.

all of this requires the recipients to be able to accurately 
identify the sender. to help the recipient in this recognition 
process, all messages must be delivered using the same 
sender address. Using a brand name or corporate name 
in the sender address or in the sender name provides 
additional information about the party that is trying to 
impart the message. Phrases such as “Do not respond” or 
“no reply” will not help recipients or customers accurately 
identify you as the sender.

In addition, to assist the delivery of subsequent emails it 
is helpful if your recipients can be persuaded to add the 
sender address to their address book. The mail system 
often reacts positively to such actions, and it prevents the 
messages from this sender being filtered into a Junk email 
folder. The example below shows the Junk filter in Firefox, 
which by default trusts all messages whose senders are 
listed in the user’s personal address book.

JUnk FILTeR SeTTInGS In MozILLA THUnDeRBIRD



particularly quickly to these actions by automatically 
blocking subsequent messages. And ISPs also draw the 
corresponding conclusions sooner or later, too.

As a result, an automated response by ISPs and 
spam filters evolves so that it is no longer possible to 
guarantee delivery.

ISPs and spam filters do not disclose the actual 
models that they use to assess senders. That is quite 
understandable, since knowledge of the criteria used to 
evaluate and detect senders of undesired mass email 
could soon be used by those senders to adapt their 
messages and distribution patterns. Without going into 
detail, it is possible to describe some of the criteria that 
plays a key role in determining a sender’s reputation:

 - address quality

 - List hygiene

 - number of messages sent

 - Frequency of contact

 - Message content

 
The sender’s behavior is scored in all of these key areas, 
producing an overall assessment that determines the 
sender’s reputation, and deliverability.

You can get a quick impression of your email 
distribution’s current ranking among ISPs by looking at: 
www.senderscore.org or www.senderbase.org

White PaPer

DkIM is currently the technology used by 
ISPs to check whether a message really has 
been sent by the sender address. this is the 
technology with the best prospects for the 
future.

It is simply a means of technically identifying 
the sender. each email is given a digital 
signature, which the receiving mail server can 
verify using the public key that is stored in the 
Domain name System (DnS).

DKim CErtiFiCatiON

SenDeR evALUATIon AT SenDeRSCoRe

MeSSAGeS FILTeReD BY THe SPAM FILTeR

bUilDiNG a POSitivE rEPUtatiON 
 
It is often assumed that a sender who is completely 
unknown will have no initial deliverability problems 
since they have no negative reputation. 

However, if you take account of the points system that 
ISPs use to assess bulk email senders, it is soon apparent 
that the lack of any reputation at all can also slow down 
delivery. Therefore, you should never start sending high 
volumes from unknown IP addresses.

Rather, these IP address should be introduced gradually. 
This warm-up phase, with an appropriate sender pattern 
and steadily increasing volumes, will then allow you to 
start mass mailing of messages.

Senders are only actually noticed if a certain volume of 
messages is reached. This distribution volume should not 
reveal noticeable peaks, but instead should be as regular 
and constant as possible.

Many smaller companies cannot ensure a constant level 
of weekly mass mailings. Therefore, when it comes to 
building their reputation they are particularly dependent on 
a reliable email service provider. If your company does not 
have the distribution volume needed to create a reputation, 
the email service provider will group you together under a 
single IP address with other smaller scale mailers.  

6

http://www.senderscore.org
http://www.senderbase.org
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if reputation databases are to help you get a 
realistic view of how ISPs assess your status, 
you need to consult as many as you can. You 
can use the following addresses:

 - www.senderscore.org

 - www.senderbase.org

 - www.reputationauthority.org

 - www.trustedsource.org

 - www.barracudacentral.org/lookups

 - www.symantec.com/business/security_ 

response/landing/spam/index.jsp
 
However, long-term monitoring of delivery and 
click rates remains the best way of avoiding 
delivery problems.

various methods are used to identify email  
as spam.

 - Bayesian classification: 

Messages are filtered on the basis of a 
Bayesian analysis. The phrases and words 
used in the message are studied on the 
basis of the recipient’s response. The 
occurrence of specific words corresponds 
to a specific probability of the email being 
spam. This analysis is used to determine 
whether or not to filter the message.

 - Blacklist methods:
 
Check the email for expressions, keywords, 
links and senders who are already known to 
have a poor reputation. These are managed 
in a blacklist.

 - Database solution:
 
Spam is recognized on the basis of the URL 
(or telephone numbers) being advertised.

rEPUtatiON DatabaSES

SPam FiltErS

White PaPer

The various senders then use a common IP pool and 
create a single reputation with the iSPs. this allows each 
individual sender to benefit from fast delivery to their 
recipients.

For this purpose, accurate monitoring, which Teradata 
provides for its customers, is essential. However, 
incorrect behavior by one sender will affect all of the 
campaigns delivered from this IP pool.

Teradata will automatically monitor the blacklists 
maintained by the leading ISPs and react immediately if 
delivery rates start to fall due to an incorrect mailing.

2. aDDrESS QUality

The first step in achieving complaint-free distribution is 
an email address list that produces as few bounces and 
spam complaints as possible.

DEFiNE yOUr tarGEt aUDiENCE

email campaigns are often viewed solely from the 
perspective of layout. Bulk mailers believe that as long 
as their “advertising” is sound, then recipients will 
respond with corresponding conversion rates.

However, this ignores the fact that delivery of a well-laid 
out message alone will not turn an existing interest in 
a product, brand or information into a conversion; you 
also need a suitable group of recipients. the conversion 
rate can fall even in the case of larger distribution 
lists if the list has not been segmented according to 
the suitable target audience or if the address list is of 
insufficient quality.

a reduced conversion rate is only one consequence. 
Recipients will react to irrelevant messages with actions 
that can be negative for the sender, such as:

 - Unsubscribing from the list
or

 - Marking messages as spam

 
While unsubscriptions will only have an effect on your 
address management in Teradata Digital Messaging 
Center, spam reports are recorded by ISPs and spam 
filters, and are not forwarded to Teradata Digital 
Messaging Center until later. As already explained 
above, spam reports affect how ISPs and spam filters 
react and thus have a negative impact on the sender’s 
reputation.

http://www.reputationauthority.org
http://www.trustedsource.org
http://www.barracudacentral.org/lookups
http://www.symantec.com/business/security_response/landing/spam/index.jsp
http://www.symantec.com/business/security_response/landing/spam/index.jsp
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SUbSCriPtiON

These post-event verification routines are always simply 
an add-on, and should not be a regular part of your 
workflow. For that reason, a well-designed subscription 
process is essential for ensuring delivery of messages 
without complaints.

the basic rules are: 

 - A strictly regulated, comprehensively planned 
subscription process will avoid complaints.

 - Fast reaction to subscriptions is guaranteed to improve 
recognition by recipients.

 - A suitable warm-up based around a series of welcome 
emails will awaken interest and put the sender in the 
minds of the recipients.

all possible subscription processes are stored in teradata 
Digital Messaging Center and trigger system messages 
that replicate the subscription procedure directly.

even if you attempt to reach as many customers as possible 
by diversifying the message widely and lowering the 
subscription barriers, you should rethink your subscription 
process from the point of view of deliverability management. 
After all, the higher the subscription barriers, the fewer 
complaints will be received about the messages and the lower 
the number of problems with spam filters and ISPs as a result.

Therefore, you should always consider implementing a 
double opt-in procedure.

CrEatiNG a DiStribUtiON liSt

When you import your distribution list, Teradata Digital 
Messaging Center verifies that the email addresses 
have the correct syntax. Invalid addresses are not even 
imported into the system.

In addition, the address import function can be 
configured so that recipients are only created as new 
if they do not yet exist in the distribution list, have not 
unsubscribed or have not been disabled by frequent 
message bouncing. This is particularly relevant if you 
want to update your recipients from other systems on a 
regular basis.

Teradata Digital Messaging Center takes responsibility 
for monitoring unsubscriptions, while the addresses can 
be managed in the third-party system. This means that 
existing recipients do not receive a second welcome 
message, multiple messages or any subsequent messages 
once they have unsubscribed.

vEriFyiNG aDDrESSES

In international markets, when new distribution lists are 
imported into Teradata Digital Messaging Center, you 
need to ensure that these addresses have been explicitly 
approved by recipients for use in email advertising. 
The legislation provides a comprehensive regulatory 
framework for this and makes it impossible to sell 
addresses for commercial purposes. But obtaining the 
recipients’ approval is not simply relevant from a legal 
point of view.

ISPs also use “spam traps” to check for prohibited email 
contacts. They do this by creating new email addresses 
or taking control of customer accounts that have not 
been used for a long time.

These accounts have no activities of their own, such as 
subscriptions to newsletters or contacts resulting from 
orders. They are simply used to check when messages 
are being sent without permission. If a bulk email 
marketer sends a message to these addresses, then 
there is no prior approval and the iSPs react quickly by 
reducing the sender’s reputation.

So if you have doubts about the quality of your 
distribution list it is useful to carry out additional checks.
Teradata offers a comprehensive address checking 
service for distribution lists that are being used for 
mailing for the first time, for example, after generating 
addresses via prize drawings. this detailed checking 
service detects and filters out addresses that are 
contained in Robinson lists, for example, or recipients 
that have been known to have resulted in errors for other 
systems in recent weeks. 

Hard bouncing addresses must be deleted 
immediately from the mailing list in order to 
ensure continuing deliverability management, 
and measures should be taken to ensure they 
do not re-enter the list.

Soft bouncing addresses also demand the 
formulation of strategies to contact the 
recipients again and, if necessary, remove 
them from the system in the case of multiple 
failures to deliver.

bOUNCES

White PaPer
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You should always take account of legislation 
when it comes to deliverability management.

Mostly this is a matter of adjusting processes 
for address acquisition and increasing 
customer acceptance in order to avoid  
spam complaints.

In their spam filters, Googlemail and Microsoft 
place value on interaction between the sender 
and the recipient.

This means that long-term friends are quickly 
recognized, as interaction between the two 
is high, and previous messages are answered 
quickly.

Yahoo adds to this method by also taking 
account of contact through its Yahoo! 
Messenger.

Therefore, for your email marketing campaigns 
and successful delivery it is important for you 
to prioritize interaction with your customers.

Double Opt-In: Recipients do not become members 
of the distribution list until they actively confirm their 
membership. A nicely designed subscription process 
and well-laid out welcome message will lead to 
recipients being prepared for subsequent newsletters 
and becoming attached to the brand.

the design of subscription screens and the processes 
on your subscription pages also affect the subsequent 
address quality.

Requiring subscribers to enter their email address 
twice during sign-up can exclude the possibility of 
mistakes. Asking recipients for their interests means you 
can contact customers only on topics that matter to 
them. In addition, if the frequency of messages can be 
configured by the subscriber, both the sender and the 
recipient benefit and the recipients are happier about 
providing their details.

liSt HyGiENE

even if all of the guidelines for address generation are 
followed closely, you won’t succeed in stopping contact 
with customers who have no interest in the information 
you are sending out.

For this reason, it is important that you offer clear and 
easy to follow unsubscription processes. these will allow 
you to react to unsubscription requests however they 
are received, and also to spam complaints, and avoid 
mistakes that may result in negative assessments of your 
reputation.

aDDrESS aCQUiSitiON

SOCial iNbOX

DoUBLe oPT-In: ReCIPIenTS Do noT BeCoMe 

MeMBeRS oF THe DISTRIBUTIon LIST UnTIL  

THeY ACTIveLY ConFIRM THeIR MeMBeRSHIP.

tarGEtED UNSUbSCriPtiON  
OF aDDrESSES

Teradata Digital Messaging Center implements four 
regular unsubscribe processes to counteract the spam 
button. When you create messages using Teradata 
Digital Messaging Center, there are various ways of 
unsubscribing and disabling recipients. as well as 
building in unsubscribe links, the software can also filter 
customer responses on the basis of key words such as 
“unsubscribe”. A support query or response to the email 
can also be used to trigger the automatic unsubscribe 
process.

Another process, which is supported by ISPs, is the 
additional use of a List Unsubscribe header. The major 
ISPs such as Gmail, MLH and CSA members react to this 
short line of code in the message header by generating 
an unsubscribe link or button in the centre of the 
message. This makes it easier for your recipients to 
unsubscribe directly.

White PaPer
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If a recipient does not react to a mail within 
eight weeks, the address should be considered 
to be inactive.

For reasons of deliverability, you should then 
initiate reactivation measures. In the case of 
continued lack of activity, the final step is 
automatic removal from the list.

the List Unsubscribe header is particularly worthy of 
mention since it not only reduces the number of spam 
complaints — its mere presence is assessed positively 
by iSPs.

the unsubscribe button can easily be enabled in the 
distribution list settings in Teradata Digital Messaging 
Center. Therefore, use of a List-Unsubscribe button is 
available to non-technical users at any time.

A frequently underestimated problem is the lengthy 
amount of time it can take between unsubscribing and 
actually being removed from the mailing list.  In many 
global regions, there are very specific legal requirements 
for list removal.  Bulk email marketers should never take 
this to the limit, however.

trEatiNG bOUNCiNG mail aS aN  
UNSUbSCriPtiON CritEriON

Any message that a customer receives after 
unsubscribing is negative advertising for the sender, and 
is generally also interpreted as such. For that reason, 
a spam complaint must always lead to unsubscription 
from the system. If you like, in clicking the spam button, 
the recipient is unsubscribing.

However, you should not only remove active 
complainants and invalid email addresses (hard 
bounces) from the distribution list. Soft bounces, caused 
by full inboxes or messages that produce unforeseeable 
or untraceable problems should also provoke a reaction 
in the mailing software.

iNaCtivE rECiPiENtS

White PaPer

LIST UnSUBSCRIBe HeADeR: SHoWn In GooGLeMAIL

Teradata Digital Messaging Center integrates a 
comprehensive Bounce Management system that takes 
account of all of the potential bounce problems from the 
start. This guarantees the most accurate categorization. 
The best response, such as delayed communication or 
appropriate unsubscription process, is stored directly in 
the system.

With professional mailing software, it should no longer be 
necessary for the sender to undertake manual activities 
relating to bounce management.

rECiPiENt aCtiONS aND mailiNGS

Delivery difficulties are not the only factors that can 
influence the distribution of messages. You also need to 
take account of the failure of the recipient to react at all. 
If messages are not opened or no links are clicked, the 
number of messages sent should be adjusted accordingly.
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The ratio of text to images should be 80:20. 
The more text there is, the lower the suspicion 
of spam. At the same time, this helps you 
to ensure that your message is rendered 
correctly in the recipients’ inboxes.

For example, it may be useful to create a distribution list 
that only supplies active readers with newsletters and 
the latest information. If interest in information dwindles, 
the mailings to this reader can be reduced and not 
increased again until the next email has been read. This 
allows you to react very precisely to individual reader 
responses. It also helps avoid delivery of high numbers 
of messages at once in situations where personal 
circumstances such as holidays or high workloads 
prevent emails being read.

In addition, it helps reduce the number of unsubscriptions 
from newsletters, which as described above can also be 
triggered by clicking the spam button.

Instead, long-term inactive recipients can be reactivated 
by means of special campaigns, or can be automatically 
removed from the distribution list as the final stage in 
the process.

once the different campaigns have been launched and 
planned according to recipient responses, there is no 
need for any further manual intervention by the sender. 
Teradata Digital Messaging Center reacts automatically 
to ensure a quality of address list management that 
far exceeds simply reacting to bounce messages and 
unsubscriptions.

4. mESSaGE CONtENt

Things are quite different when it comes to message 
content. Here, most of the responsibility lies in the 
hands of the message creator, the copywriters, graphic 
designers and bulk email marketers.

This is obvious when you consider the message from 
the recipients’ point of view, as they evaluate everything 
by hand. But spam filters and ISPs also use content as a 
deliverability criterion. First, word lists are used to filter 
out spam messages, and secondly, the content can also 
be evaluated in conjunction with recipient interaction. 
Therefore, if messages with specific content produce 
increased levels of complaints, the system learns to 
recognize this content and reacts correspondingly.

The Bayesian filters can only be countered by designing 
the content carefully.

CarEFUl tEXt SElECtiON

normally it is sufficient to write your own text in trustworthy, 
professional language, to avoid problems with recipients 
and filters. Due to the increased importance attached to 
recipient actions, major ISPs now even deliver messages 
that previously would have been filtered out on the basis of 
the text they contain (e.g. offers for viagra or loans).

ratiO OF tEXt tO imaGES

White PaPer

Despite this, the design of your advertising message 
should be tailored to your product. Promises of excessive 
prizes come across as unprofessional and while they may 
not necessarily be filtered out due to their content, the 
negative recipient response they elicit may still cause 
them to end up in a spam folder.

In contrast, a personal approach can create confidence, 
not just among customers but also with mail systems and 
spam filters.

PrOFESSiONal layOUt

Just as changing your text to be more recipient-oriented 
can solve nearly all problems, you can also make simple 
layout adjustments to help improve deliverability.

Lots of exclamation marks and text in capital letters are 
forms of text that bulk email marketers should refrain 

DeFAULT SPAM SeTTInGS FoR APPLe MAIL
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Creating W3C-compliant messages is an easy 
way of avoiding delivery problems. You can 
check message compliance on the web at:

http://validator.w3.org/

from using. The negative assessment of such text layout 
by filters should simply be seen as a final confirmation 
that using these texts is not appropriate.

However, anyone who attempts to evade text analysis 
tools completely by sending their message solely as an 
image will also be thwarted by the spam filters.

Your recipients’ responses can be used as an indicator 
of appropriate design here too. if you want to reach 
your customer, your message should be designed so 
that the content can be conveyed without the use of 
images, since images are often switched off by default in 
people’s inboxes.

ensuring the message looks correct even if images are 
not shown (in other words formatting the message so 
that it can be read in text mode) is an important aspect, 
and not just from the point of view of deliverability.

Html CODE

When spam messages are created, the senders put as 
little effort as possible into generating their messages. 
They aim to achieve their sales objective simply on the 
basis of the volume of the emails they send.

For that reason, the use of W3C-compliance HTML code 
is a clear differentiator between spam and professional 
messages. And vice-versa if you use Word or similar 
applications to generate your HTML code, you could be 
in for problems.

In Teradata Digital Messaging Center, bulk email 
marketers have a very simple-to-use HTML editor that 
supports the creation of W3C-compliant HTML emails 
without the need to turn to a design agency.

5. mailiNG aND traCKiNG

The final stage in achieving a positive assessment of the 
bulk email sender is an appropriate mailing volume and 
accurate tracking of your success.

mailiNG vOlUmE

As already mentioned, mailing volumes should not be 
excessive.

Spammers always send a single message to massive 
numbers of recipients using an address that has 
previously barely been used. For that reason, ISPs 
interpret mass mailings on this scale as a clear indicator 
of spam. This either slows down delivery of the 
messages, or simply flags them directly as spam.

W3C-COmPliaNCE

White PaPer

When you work with Teradata Digital Messaging Center, 
decisions about the speed of delivery must already be 
made when you are planning your email campaign. The 
reason is, even if a shared IP pool allows high mailing 
rates for individual users, one-off campaigns with 
excessive mailing volumes can have negative effects. 
You should also consider that not every message needs 
to be delivered at the same speed. order confirmations, 
invoices or other one-off messages have higher priority 
and should be sent without delay where possible. the low 
number of such messages also helps ensure their delivery 
to inboxes.

When it comes to mailing large numbers of newsletters 
to big distribution lists, or the first mailing to a new set 
of addresses, it may be useful to split the messages into 
batches in order to control the speed of the mailing. 
especially when you are using new addresses for the first 
time, this may also help mitigate the reaction of ISPs to 
poor quality addresses. 

DISABLeD IMAGeS In GooGLeMAIL
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Teradata Digital Messaging Center offers 
meaningful statistics for the top 20 domains. 
Statistics about message opening and clicking 
gathered from long-term monitoring can 
therefore be used as benchmarks for the 
success of your message.

A comparison of subscription and 
unsubscription rates with incoming spam 
complaints provides a comprehensive 
overview of the expected changes in your 
reputation with the iSPs.

mEaSUrEmENt aND CONtrOlS

 
This reaction to special campaigns is only possible 
due to careful monitoring by bulk email marketers. 
Monitoring allows you to react to falls in delivery rates 
or poor conversion rates before you experience real 
problems with delivery.

While Teradata will detect mass problems with delivery 
immediately, allowing the appropriate measures to be 
taken in real time, smaller adjustments may also be 
made in advance.

This is recommended, as demonstrated above, because 
corporate spam filters and recipients themselves are 
often very sensitive to unwanted or inappropriate 
advertising contacts. These initial delivery problems can 
be detected after every campaign with just a couple of 
clicks in Teradata Digital Messaging Center. In severe 
cases, large-volume mailings can even be halted while 
the errors are corrected.

A responsible email marketer also has the opportunity 
to evaluate the success of each message according to 
the origin of the address.

For example, if recipients who were added through a 
specific promotion react visibly less well to a mailing, 
you can respond with an appropriate welcome 
campaign or a slightly modified offer. The results of 
this monitoring can reveal which activities are suitable 
for expanding your address pool. This not only avoids 
deliverability problems, but also allows campaigns to be 
verified and improved in a targeted manner.

As you can see, deliverability management is not just a 
technical checklist. It is the best way for marketers to 
verify their customer orientation and to control their 
own success.

If, after reading this whitepaper, you still have concerns 
about how to go about implementing best practices 
in deliverability management, please contact our 
Professional Deliverability team for advice.

our experts have been involved for many years, not just 
in the technology but also in planning real campaigns 
for our customers.

DOmaiN StatiStiCS

abOUt tEraData 

Teradata Corporation (nYSe: TDC), is the world’s leading 
analytic data solutions company, focused on integrated 
data warehousing, big data analytics, and business 
applications. Teradata’s innovative products and services 
deliver data integration and business insight to empower 
organizations to make the best decisions possible and 
achieve competitive advantage. For more information, 
visit www.Teradata.com.
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